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For all those with identities that put others on edge. People with parts of them commonly used
as horror tropes, people who act "unnatural" and put others off, people with stigmatized "scary"
disorders and disabilities, people who have horror and fear intertwined with alterhuman
identities, queer identities or anything else that people generally find off-putting or downright
terrifying--but in spite of that, don't see any of it as a bad thing, and reclaim the horror that
others see in you. This is for you--for the monsters and the freaks and the eldritch abominations.

This is about reclaiming the stigma placed upon you. Maybe you are scary to them, but maybe
you don't care so much about how they react? Maybe you keep being your authentic
fear-inducing self out of spite. Maybe you like being a little scary because it's become intrinsic to
who you are. Being open about yourself and unapologetically doing so shouldn't be a fear
inflicting thing, but if it's going to be that way, you're not going to change for them. You're you, let
them be scared. It's not on you to become palatable. It's not on you to hide parts of yourself
away. Maybe it's on them to not see anything unknown or new as terrifying. You see the horror
within yourself as nothing bad, and you openly embrace who you are and who others with
differing experiences from "the norm" are too.

You don't need to be anything in particular to use the label, this isn't a term to be gatekept.
Terrorpunk is reclaiming the terror that others or even yourself might think of about any part of
you. That's what it's about, being unapologetically you and scary by doing so, because if people
see you as someone that fills them with terror, then maybe that's fine by you. You won't change
for them.

Keep in mind that this is not a term to use to cause or justify harm, exclude others or further any
stigma. No one by any means has to reclaim being feared, or being something that scares
people. There's some of us that find power in it though, to take the stones they throw, pick them
up and ask them what they have left to throw at us.

https://www.tumblr.com/possessed-pack/738142305982332928/terrorpunk-embracing-the-horror-within


Those who exclude others on the basis of identity (transphobes, homophobes, TERFs, ableists,
racists, anti-alterhumans, aphobes and anyone else who excludes those who act on good faith)
aren't included under this term. Terrorpunk isn't a basis for your hate or actions to harm
marginalised groups or anyone similar. It's not an excuse to harm people in general. It's simply
about being you, and if being that is scary, then so be it.


